Introduction
On 1 May 2012 Francisco Canayong, an anti-mining activist in the municipality of Salcedo, in the province of Eastern Samar on the Philippine island of Samar, was travelling on his tricycle when he was stopped by a group of unidentified men and killed [1] . Canayong"s killing outraged the bishops of the three Samareño Roman Catholic Dioceses so profoundly that, on 15 May 2012, all three issued a joint pastoral letter proclaiming their sadness at his murder and commending his "principled work for the truth and the environment" ( [2] , p. 1).
Pastoral letters are not casual documents; they "contain guidelines and official positions extracted from the universal dogmas of the Roman Catholic Church and the encyclicals of the Roman Pontiff" ( [3] , p. 175). The joint issuance of a pastoral letter regarding the killing of an anti-mining activist by three bishops demonstrates the depth of the commitment of the church on the island of Samar in its opposition to large-scale mining. The church is often perceived to be a conservative institution, aligned with the rich and powerful of society, but in the Philippines the church has come to firmly oppose mining. Where this opposition has become quite pronounced is on the island of Samar, an island that has derived its name from the Samareño word samad meaning "wound" ( [4] , p. i). This name is fitting because "Samar" is well known as one of the poorest parts of the Philippines; it "is a land that continues to bleed from gaping and festering wounds of impoverishment and backwardness" ( [4] , p. i). While mining may appear to be something capable of providing prosperity for the Samarnons its widespread environmental effects and concentrated economic benefits make it a problematic vehicle for achieving development and, consequently, it has come to be opposed by a church that has placed itself on the side of the poor and marginalized. This article examines ecclesial opposition to mining on Samar and contextualizes this within the "clash of opposing paradigms of society, wealth, and power" ( [4] , p. i) currently underway on that island.
Neoliberal Mining in the Philippines

Neoliberalism
The term "neoliberalism" refers to a set of economic polices emphasizing free trade, privatization, deregulation, and the retreat of the state from matters of wealth redistribution and social service provision [5] . "Neoliberalism" is a theory proposing the advancement of human welfare through the liberation of entrepreneurial freedoms within "an institutional framework characterized by strong property rights, free markets, and free trade" ( [6] , p. 3). "At the heart of neoliberalism, as an abstract principle, is the notion that markets should solve all economic problems" ( [7] , p. 5). "Neo" is prefixed upon the word "liberalism" because the genesis of neoliberalism is the teaching of the classical liberals, such as Adman Smith and David Ricardo. These philosophers considered any restraint on free competition as an interference with the natural efficiency of market mechanisms, which would inevitably lead to "social stagnation, political corruption, and the creation of unresponsive state bureaucracies" ( [8] , p. 72).
Perhaps the most influential institution in the promulgation of neoliberalism has been the World Bank [9] . Created in 1944 the World Bank was designed to provide financial and technical assistance to developing countries. Then, during the 1960s, it began to influence developing country governments who had recently seen military coups (often aided by the United States) replace nationalist governments with transnational governments engaging in export promotion. By the late 1970s and early 1980s, the World Bank began imposing neoliberal polices upon developing countries by attaching conditions to loans made to them. These conditions typically involved changes to tariffs, tax rates, interest rates and public spending by the recipient nations. Eventually, after having received a steady diet of free market advice from the World Bank, almost all of the countries in the developing world restructured their economies in accordance with the precepts of neoliberalism [10] .
Because of the importance placed by neoliberalism on attracting multinational corporations into developing countries a term frequently used in conjunction with neoliberalism is globalization, the tendency for economic interdependencies to occur on a global scale. Although activities have occurred on a global scale for years, neoliberalism, with its heavy emphasis on free trade, has led to an amplification of globalization [11] . Indeed, globalization and neoliberalism have a powerful synergy between them with the former being used to justify the implementation of neoliberal economic policies. Globalization can be thought of as providing authority to neoliberal arguments for unimpeded access to markets and freer trade thus creating the context wherein openness to the global market becomes the inevitable route to prosperity and progress [12] .
Neoliberalism and Mining
Just as the World Bank has encouraged foreign direct investment as a development strategy, it has also specifically encouraged foreign direct investment in mining [13] . This began to become apparent when two highly influential World Bank publications emerged during the early 1990s [14, 15] . These reports argued against public ownership of mining companies in developing countries, placing an emphasis on mining projects aimed primarily at production for export instead of for the domestic economy, and they made it clear that the World Bank"s emphasis was on opening up the mining sector in developing countries to direct investment from multinational mining companies. These reports had a substantial impact on the crafting of mining codes [16] and more than 90 states have adopted new mining laws, or revised existing ones, in an effort to increase foreign investment in mining [17] .
A good example of how neoliberalism has encouraged mining as a development strategy comes from the Fraser Institute, a neoliberal think tank located in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, which envisages "a free and prosperous world where individuals benefit from greater choice, competitive markets, and personal responsibility" ( [18] , p. i). According to the Fraser Institute, the encouragement of foreign direct investment by mining companies is an essential averment of development because "developing nations [are those] which most need the new jobs and increased prosperity that mining can produce" ( [18] , p. 7).
Neoliberal Mining in the Philippines
The Philippines, an archipelago of approximately 7,100 islands located in Southeast Asia (Figure 1 ), has long been reputed to be accommodating to the prescriptions of neoliberalism [19] and the acceptance of neoliberalism there is widely attributed to the Presidency of Fidel Ramos (1992-1998), which implemented a program entitled "Philippines 2000" aimed at making the Philippines a developed country by the year 2000 [20] . Possibly the best example of the government"s embrace of neoliberalism has been its promotion of large-scale mining by multinational corporations [21] . The archipelago is well endowed with nonferrous metals (metals other than iron) such as copper, gold, lead, nickel, and zinc [21] . In 1995, in an effort to stimulate economic development, President Ramos signed into law the Mining Act of 1995 (Republic Act 7942), which contained a number of incentives to encourage mining such as: tax holidays; duty-free capital equipment imports; value-added tax exemptions; tax deductions for operations posting losses; accelerated depreciation; guarantees of the right of profit repatriation; and freedom from expropriation [21] . By the beginning of the twenty-first century the government of the Philippines had placed great expectations upon mining. Romulo L. Neri, Director General of the National Economic Development Authority, indicated that mining can create 240,000 jobs [22] . Poverty eradication will occur because mining will result "in inducing greater economic growth, attracting more investments, creating more jobs and relieving poverty particularly in rural areas" ( [22] , p. 18). "Communities that play host to mining activities also benefit from improved infrastructures as well as other livelihood opportunities that these activities bring" ( [22] 
The Church of the Poor
Historical Background
Throughout much of history the Roman Catholic Church was aligned with the rich and powerful and, with few exceptions, showed little concern for the poor and marginalized. The church traditionally justified this orientation by using an approach known as the distinction of planes (or dualism), which argued there were two planes of existence: the sacred plane, the concern of the church; and the secular plane, the concern of secular society [25] . Any potential destabilizing influences emerging from a discussion of Jesus" love for the poor in the scriptures were blunted by making it abundantly clear that any poverty being referred to was spiritual poverty and not material poverty [25] .
In the late nineteenth century, however, changes began to occur within the church wherein it began to show concern for social issues. In 1891, Pope Leo XIII issued an encyclical Rerum Novarum which marked "the beginning of a new path" ( [26] , p. 54). This encyclical was in response to the industrial revolution and it set out "the rights of the weak, the dignity of the poor, and the obligations of the rich" and its "central theme [was] the just ordering of society ( [26] , p. 56).
In 1931, during the Great Depression, Pope Puis XI issued the encyclical Quadragesimo Anno. In this encyclical, "the expansion of the influence of financial groups, both nationally and internationally, was added to the effects of industrialization" ( [26] , p. 57). It was made clear that "salaries should be proportional not only to the needs of the worker but also to those of the worker"s family" ( [26] , p. 57). Liberalism, "understood as unlimited competition between economic forces," was rejected as a basis for the ordering of society ( [26] , p. 57).
During the Papacy of John XXIII two important encyclicals were issued furthering the church"s departure from its dualistic conception of spirituality. In 1961, Pope John XXIII issued Mater et Magistra, which called the church "to cooperate in building with all men and women an authentic communion. In this was economic growth will not be limited to satisfying men"s needs but it will also promote their dignity" ( [26] , p. 60). Two years later, Pope John XXIII issued Pacem in Terris, an encyclical imploring the world community to "tackle and solve problems of an economic, social, political, or cultural character" ( [26] , p. 61). Eventually, by the second Vatican Council (1962 to 1965), the commitment made by the church to social issues in these preceding encyclicals had made it become increasingly apparent to many in the church that the distinction of planes had been a mistake. As Mabunga ([27] . p. 175) wrote:
When the Roman Catholic Church opened the Second Vatican Council in the 1960s, she was obliged to recognize and confront the rapid changes and the situation of humankind in the world. The church declared her gravest error to be the dichotomization between faith and practice; between professional and social activity, on the one hand, and the religious life on the other.
During the second Vatican Council (or "Vatican II"), the church became determined to bring itself up to date and it took on the crucial role of addressing issues of poverty, economics, and social justice [28] . This led to a shift in Catholic teaching away from a purely spiritual understanding of salvation and towards a greater commitment to challenge unjust social structures [29] . It was in Latin America where the church first responded to Vatican II with a degree of rapidity and the concept of liberation theology, an interpretation of Christianity from the experience of the poor, began to emerge [29] . When Vatican II described the role of the church as service to the world, Latin American theologians placed this within the context of their world of poverty and quickly came to see this as a vehicle for social involvement [29] . It was in this context that the Confederación Episcopal Latinoamerica (Latin American Episcopal Confederation or CELAM) met in Medellí n, Colombia in August of 1968 and placed the weight of the church on the side of the poor. One of the most important organizers of this conference was the Peruvian priest Gustavo Gutié rrez. In July of 1968 (one month before Medellin) Gutié rrez presented a paper in Chimbote, Peru entitled Hacia una Teologia de la Liberación (Towards a Theology of Liberation), which presented liberation theology as a theological rationale for doing pastoral work among the poor. With the presentation of this paper, with the publication of Gutié rrez"s 1971 book A Theology of Liberation, and with publication of works by other writers (such as Leonardo Boff and Jon Sobrino), the concept of liberation theology began to emerge. At its core is the concept of the preferential option for the poor; they are to be taken into account first. Liberation theology also entails their participation; the poor must be afforded a choice about what happens to them.
As a result of Vatican II, and the emergence of liberation theology, the Roman Catholic Church transformed itself from an institution supportive of the established social order to an institution containing a sector engaged in activism on behalf of the poor that may be referred to as "the church of the poor." By no means does the entirety (or even majority) of the church constitute this church of the poor but those who constitute this church play a role disproportionate to their numbers, particularly since they are the ones in direct contact with the poor [29] .
From Vatican II to PCP II: The Church of the Poor in the Philippines
The Philippines has a long history of Roman Catholicism with the first mass in the Philippines being celebrated on 31 March 1521 [30] . However, during the Spanish colonial period (1568 to 1898) the church "taught a mystified and otherworldly version of Christianity to indoctrinate and subdue the masses for their conquerors" ( [31] , p. 30). With a heavy reliance upon a distinction of planes approach to spirituality it was not surprising that throughout much of history the church in the archipelago became aligned with the rich and powerful and acted in near total disregard of the poor and marginalized [31] . One of the best examples of this was the fact that during the 1930s and 1940s many members of the Catholic hierarchy in the islands were supporters of Spain"s General Franco ( [32] , p. 386). Indeed, the church engaged in displays of reactionary behavior as recently as the 1950s when Father John Delaney, the parish priest for the Catholic community at the University of the Philippines Diliman, launched a crusade "to "cleanse" the campus of "atheists"" ( [33] , p. 38).
Nevertheless, by the 1960s, with profound changes occurring worldwide within the church as a result of Vatican II, the church in the Philippines began to make a commitment to act as a church of the poor [34] . What accelerated this commitment more than anything else were the worsening conditions encountered by the poor during the dictatorship of President Ferdinand Marcos (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) . During the 1970s, many Filipino lay persons, sisters, and priests began to develop a critical awareness of the depredations of the Marcos regime and this caused them to act on behalf of the poor [35] . In the words of Suarez, "The alteration of the ideological orientation of priests and church laity into reformist or revolutionary line was largely a product of the Marcos era" ( [36] , p. 470). At this time English translations of Gutié rrez"s writing were beginning to circulate in the archipelago and these came to "define the church"s mission as facilitating humankind"s "total liberation"" ( [37] , p. 208). "For Filipino Christians," wrote Mendoza, "the role that Latin American liberation theology has played in the shaping of their political consciousness cannot be overemphasized" ( [38] , p. 19). Activism on behalf of the poor received an additional impetus when Bishops such as Bishop Antonio Fortich, Bishop Julio Xavier Labayen, and Bishop Francisco Claver sided with the poor articulating their concern for them despite the oppressive conditions prevailing under martial law [39] . Eventually, as a result of the 1991 Second Plenary Council of the Philippines (PCP II), the Church, as a whole, decided that it must become a "Church of the Poor" ( [40] , p. 48). As Ramos-Llana ([41], p. 61) wrote:
Essentially the vision of the church in the Philippines in PCP II is to become a Church of the Poor-a church whose members are "in solidarity with the poor," and who "collaborate with the poor themselves and with others to uplift the poor from their poverty."
Ecclesial Opposition to Mining in the Philippines
Perhaps the most salient example of the church"s commitment to act on behalf of the poor is its opposition to mining. As Karaos ([42] The principal objection of the church to mining is its effect upon the environmental and Table 1 discusses some of mining"s more salient environmental effects. Discovering, extracting and processing minerals is widely regarded as an environmentally and socially disruptive activity and environmental impacts can occur during exploration, mine development, mine operation and long after a mine has closed down [43] .
What makes mining"s environmental effects such a serious concern in the Philippines is the vulnerability of the archipelago"s rural poor, people who are engaged in subsistence agriculture and aquaculture, to any from of environmental disruption. Perhaps the best description of the importance of natural resources to the poor is that given by Broad ([44] , p. 814):
To live, poor people eat and sell the fish they catch or the crops they grow-and typically those who manage to subsist in this way do so with very little margin. Natural resource degradation often becomes an immediate and life-and livelihood-threatening crisis-a question of survival.
Concerned that mining"s environmental effects will disrupt the environment depended upon by the poor and, in doing so, deprive them of their livelihoods the Catholic Bishops Conference of the Philippines (CBCP), the collective body of all bishops in the archipelago, has declared its opposition to mining in pastoral letters in 1998, 2006, and 2008 [45] . In the vanguard of this anti-mining campaign have been the bishops of the Eastern Visayas; these bishops have been the most outspoken advocates within the hierarchy in articulating their opposition to large-scale mining [45] . The island of Samar is located within the Eastern Visayas and the church on Samar has been an active opponent of mining. Attention now turns toward the particularities of the island of Samar. Table 1 . Mining"s Environmental Effects [46] .
Environmental Effect What This Entails
Hazardous Chemicals
Cyanide is frequently used as a processing agent in gold and silver mining and mercury is frequently produced as a byproduct during mining. Spills of these chemicals can constitute a substantial threat to human health.
Water Contamination
Acid mine drainage can occur if the ore body contains iron and sulfur and if these minerals are exposed to water and oxygen. Acid mine drainage poses a serious threat to all aquatic biota and can lead to the mobilization of heavy metals such as arsenic, mercury, cadmium, and lead.
Air Pollution
Fugitive dust emissions from mining activities may cause serious respiratory problems in humans and lead to the asphyxia of plants and trees.
Deforestation
The removal of trees in open pit mining reduces habitat for endemic species and leads to more rapid runoff and flooding during the rainy season.
Water Siltation Increased erosion leads to siltation of water systems and the degradation of fish habitat.
Water Depletion
Mining"s heavy use of water, in mineral processing and in pit dewatering, leads to a diminution of groundwater resources.
Samar: the Wounded Land
The Physical Geography of Samar
The government of the Philippines has divided the archipelago up into a number of regions for administrative regions and Samar, along with Biliran and Leyte, is located in the Eastern Visayas Region (Region VIII) (Figure 1 ). Samar, with a total land area of 13,560 square kilometers is the third largest island of the Philippine archipelago [47] . In 1965, Republic Act 4221 divided Samar into three provinces ( Figure 2 ): Samar (referred to herein as "Western Samar"), with 5,591 square kilometers of land area; Northern Samar, with 3,498 square kilometers of land area; and Eastern Samar, with 4,471 square kilometers of land area [47] . Although the mountains on Samar are lower (between 200 meters and 800 meters) than on other islands in the Philippines, Samar"s terrain is rugged and hilly and two-thirds of its land area has a slope of over 18 degrees [47] . Samar has a wet climate, receiving over 3,000 millimeters of rainfall every year and, consequently, is covered with lush tropical rainforests and has the archipelago"s largest remaining tract of unfragmented lowland tropical rainforest, much of which consists of old growth tropical rainforest [47] . 
The Human Geography of Samar
In 2010, Samar had a population of approximately 1.8 million people with 733,377 people residing in Western Samar, 589,013 people living in Northern Samar, and 428,877 people residing in Eastern Samar [51] . The overwhelming majority of Samareños live in coastal areas and approximately 93 percent of all people live in a municipality with coastal access [52] .
The population of Samar is overwhelmingly Christian, there is no appreciable Muslim population on the island [52] Since the 1970s, there has been an emigration of Samarnons off of the island in search of jobs [61] . When interviewed by the author in November 2009 Carlos Conde, a journalist who has written for the International Herald Tribune, related how well over half of his recent interviews in Metro Manila were of recent migrants from the islands of Samar and Leyte [62] . In Tondo, the sprawling shantytown northwest of Manila, there is a large population of migrants from the Eastern Visayas who have moved to Manila looking for better opportunities.
Samar: An Insurgency Hotbed
Samar is a part of the Philippines where there is a substantial amount of conflict between the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) and the New People"s Army (NPA), the armed wing of the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) [63] . Since coming into being in 1969 the NPA has been engaged in hostilities against the AFP in an attempt to overthrow the Philippine state [64] . With heavily forested and rugged terrain to operate in, and a large population of poor people to recruit from, there has been substantial NPA activity on Samar. 
Human Rights Abuses in the Wounded Land
Samar has been a part of the Philippines where a substantial amount of human rights violations have occurred. In the archipelago, since 2001, there has been a wave of extrajudicial killings wherein people involved in social activism have been assassinated. It is widely believed that many of these killings have been carried out by the AFP to destroy the mass base of the CPP by attacking left-wing activists who are members of legal organizations affiliated with it or sympathetic to it [68] . The government is aware of these killings but its response is that they are the result of an NPA internal purge [68] . This explanation is offered because, at various times (and in various places) during, the 1980s, the NPA (concerned that AFP agents had infiltrated it) conducted an internal purge costing the lives of hundreds of its own members. Activists concerned about the killings reject this assertion outright, as Human Rights Watch ( [69] , p. 71) wrote, "Experts on the NPA have found no evidence that large-scale intra-NPA killings have persisted beyond the early 1990s, and that the current killings do not reflect the typical pattern of killings by the NPA" According to Karapatan, a nongovernmental organization (NGO) engaged in human rights activism in the Philippines, from January 2001 to December 2011, there were 1,273 extrajudicial killings nationwide and 133, or 10.45 percent, of those occurred in the Eastern Visayas [70] . The Eastern Visayas constitute only seven percent of the land area of the Philippines, and only four percent of the population, so this region of the country experienced a disproportionate number of extrajudicial killings. While Karapatan did not decompose their numbers on a province-by-province basis, it is well known that Samar has experienced a disproportionate number of assassinations. Attorney Al Parreno is an authority on the extrajudicial killings [71] and, according to Attorney Parreno, "Samar is one of the front lines of the extrajudicial killings" and the violence on Samar "is a concoction of many things" [72] . On Samar there is poverty, corruption, political alliances between politicians and soldiers, political alliances between politicians and rebels and there is also mining with the massive amounts of money that it involves. Given that Attorney Parreno"s identification of mining as an exacerbating factor with respect to the human rights situation on Samar attention now turns towards mining in the wounded land and the church"s opposition to mining.
Ecclesial Opposition to Mining on Samar
Mining and Mineral Resources of Samar
Samar is well endowed with mineral deposits attracting the attention of the mining industry [73] . On Samar there are two active and five proposed mining projects (Figure 2) , all seven of which are mineral production sharing agreements (MPSAs), production agreements facilitated by the Mining Act of 1995 that can last for up to 25 years, are approved by the Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB) of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), and require no more than 40 percent foreign ownership [74] . Both of the active mines are found in Eastern Samar and they are the chromite mine on Homonhon Island and the nickel mine on Manicani Island; the former has been in operation since 1989 and the latter has been in operation since 1992 [74] . The five inactive mines are: the MPSA for bauxite on Batag Island in Northern Samar; the MPSA for bauxite in Western Samar (contained entirely within the SINP); the MPSA for bauxite in Western Samar (overlapping with the boundary of the SINP); the MPSA for manganese east of Catbalogan, in Western Samar; and the MPSA for manganese between the SINP buffer zone and Borongan, in Eastern Samar [74] . The government is strongly encouraging mining on Samar and on 4 February 2012 Roger De Dios, the MGB Director for the Eastern Visayas stated he viewed mining as something that can generate a "thrust toward growth and progress" [75] .
Mining's Impacts upon the Poor
While some specific examples of ecclesial opposition to mining are set out in Table 2 , the first major objection of the church to mining on Samar is a concern that its environmental effects (see Table 1 ) may worsen the conditions of the poor, many of whom are engaged in subsistence agriculture and aquaculture. Bishop Crispin Varquez stated that the church is opposed to large-scale mining conducted in an irresponsible manner and large-scale mining is irresponsible because of its environmental effects, which can make poor people poorer as their ability to earn a livelihood can be degraded. Father Cesar Aculan holds the view that with large-scale mining, land and resources have been degraded and people have been pushed into poverty. Evidence of mining impacting the rural poor can be found on Homonhon Island. Villardo Abueme, the President of the Homonhon Environment Resources Organization, stated that mining has caused forest denudation and water siltation [76] . Most of the people on Homonhon Island are fisherfolk and farmers and mining has reduced fish catches as well as the amount of arable land. As a result of mining, people must now buy drinking water, which makes them even poorer. In Abueme"s words, "We have become poorer with mining." Similarly there are also examples of mining impacting the rural poor on Manicani Island. Narcissa Baddilla, the Coordinator of the Save Manicani Movement, stated mining has reduced the amount of land available to farmers and siltation into the ocean has impacted fishing; these environmental effects have damaged the livelihoods of the island"s residents [77] . Before mining, agriculture and fishing could sustain the inhabitants of Manicani Island but since mining people have been made substantially poorer. The Diocese of Calbayog, lauded Western Samar for passing a 50 year moratorium on large-scale mining. The Dioceses of Borongan and Catarman both urged their respective provinces to follow suit [78] .
July 2004
The Diocese of Borongan articulated its opposition to government efforts promoting mining and stating that it will not surrender its call for the preservation of the Samar Island Natural Park as well as an island wide ban on mining [78] .
March 2006
The Diocese of Borongan sent a letter to the DENR secretary asking for the cancellation of mining on Homonhon island. The letter stated that mining on Homonhon island has done harm to the environment and little to alleviate poverty [79] .
Father Cesar Aculan, the Social Action Director of the Diocese of Calbayog, testified before a committee of the Philippine Senate and referred to the logging and mining industries as "twin industries of mass destruction" and called for a cleansing of the DENR of corrupt officials who act as fixers for those industries [80].
February 2008
The three Samareño bishops, in conjunction with the bishops of Leyte, issued a pastoral letter warning that recent flooding in the Eastern Visayas is attributable to irresponsible mining. The bishops also stated that environmental abuse for money gives only minimal compensation and temporary employment to the poor [81] .
October 2010
The three Samarnon bishops, along with the other Eastern Visayan bishops, signed a pastoral letter warning that relying upon mining to act as a form of development will lead to a threatening of the ability of people to draw their life"s sustenance [82] .
March 2011
The Diocese of Borongan again called for an end to mining on Homonhon island [83] .
February 2012
The Diocese of Borongan appealed to President Benigno Aquino to impose a moratorium on mining in Eastern Samar to prevent further environmental degradation and to preserve farming and fishing [84] .
March 2012
All three Samareño dioceses, along with the other dioceses in the Eastern Visayas and a group of protestant churches, signed an ecumenical pledge to condemn and oppose large-scale mining [85] .
May 2012
All three Samarnon dioceses issued a joint pastoral letter expressing their outrage at the 1 May 2012 killing of Francisco Canayong, an anti-mining activist in Salcedo, Eastern Samar [86].
Mining and Samar's Vulnerability to Natural Hazards
Members of the church are concerned about mining"s environmental effects interacting with Samar"s vulnerability to natural hazards and the former being aggravated by the latter. Typhoons are a hazard with a substantial potential for adverse interactions with mining. Modern mining methods generate substantial amounts of finely grained wastes known as "tailings." Often these tailings are highly acidic and the principal methods of dealing with them is by placing them behind a "tailings dam" in a "tailings pond" (Figure 3 ). Should one of these tailings dams fail there will be a release of contaminants into the environment, an event that will significantly worsen environmental conditions [87] . A typhoon, with its strong winds and associated heavy rains is quite capable of causing a tailings dam failure and worldwide the most frequent cause of tailings dam failures have been heavy rainfall events [87] . Father Juderick Calumpiano, the Social Action Director of the Diocese of Borongan, is of the view that there is a danger of typhoons causing mining wastes to spill from tailings ponds, which are usually located in upland areas, and contaminating lowland areas where farming and fishing occur [88] . Father Alejandro Galo, a member of the Diocesan Commission on Social Action, Justice, and Peace of the Diocese of Borongan, stated that the overflowing of a tailings dam can contaminate the sea as well as cause flash flooding [89] . Villardo Abueme stated that the possibility of a typhoon impacting the tailings dam on Homonhon Island is one of the biggest fears of the people there and that many people leave Homonhon Island when a typhoon is likely but people never did this before mining took place.
El Niño induced drought is another hazard capable of adversely interacting with mining. Mines are heavy water users [90] and the most obvious effect of mining upon water availability is through water table drawdown associated with mine dewatering. Often ore bodies will be found below the water table ( Figure 4A ) and this will involve mining operations going below the water table (Figure 4B ), in the case of an open pit mine, a lake will form within the pit where the ground water reestablishes itself ( Figure 4C ). To prevent pit lakes from forming mines engage in mine pit dewatering, continually pumping groundwater out of the pit. While this may prevent a pit from flooding it will involve the drawing down of the water table over large areas, creating long-term ground water deficits and affecting surface water flows as well as springs [90] . Mine pit dewatering during an El Niño induced drought (when reduced precipitation places increased reliance upon groundwater), can lead to a disruption of water supplies. Members of the church are concerned about mining adversely interacting with El Niño induced drought on Samar. According to Father Cesar Aculan, water table drawdown has been observed in Western Samar during droughts and that the church is worried about mining"s impact on water resources. Father Alejandro Galo indicated that on Manicani Island almost all water comes from rain water and whenever there is a drought there are serious disruptions in the water supply. Narcissa Baddilla confirmed this stating that during an El Niño there will be a noticeable decrease in groundwater, particularly in the immediate vicinity of the mine, and that groundwater can only be extracted for one hour each day. Similarly, on Homonhon Island, Villardo Abueme has observed mining"s effect on groundwater availability during an El Niño and indicated that whenever there are three weeks of sunny weather there will be a reduction in groundwater; this was never the case before mining.
A Lack of Faith in Technology
Closely related to the interaction between mining"s environmental effects and Samar"s vulnerability to natural hazards are the claims made by the mining industry that it has the skills and technologies to reduce these risks to an inconsequential level [91] . Such claims exemplify the concept of ecological modernization, a view that environmental problems "can be resolved through appropriate technology and industrial retooling" ( [92] , p. 10). To Bebbington et al. ([93] , p. 900) the claims of the mining industry that its use of technology can minimize natural hazards "constitute a discourse of ecological modernization par excellence." The mining industry likes to depict itself as having undergone a profound transformation from the "old mining," which damaged the environment, had dangerous workplaces and operated in complete disregard for the needs of adjacent communities, to the "new mining," which is socially and environmentally responsible and uses technology to ensure the management of environmental risk [93] .
Members of the church reject the confident assurances of the mining industry"s that it has the skills and technologies to reduce risks to an inconsequential level. Father Cesar Aculan stated that the mining industry should prove that they indeed have the skills and technologies capable of reducing these risks somewhere else in the world and then come to Samar to use them. Father Cesar also expressed concern about the fact that many multinational mining companies are from countries, such as Australia and Canada, which have population densities much lower than that on Samar. Father Juderick Calumpiano was incredulous that the mining industry would even make such a claim and expressed a view that such claims are only being made because the mining industry expects profits from the extraction of Samar"s mineral resources.
The Threat Mining Poses to Samar's Biodiversity
An important component of ecclesial opposition to mining on Samar is the threat mining poses to the biodiversity of the island. According to Bishop Crispin Varquez, Samar"s biodiversity is an important component of the church"s opposition to mining. As indicated in Figure 2 , there is one MPSA for bauxite that is contained entirely within the SINP and there is an MPSA for bauxite overlapping with the SINP. There is nothing prohibiting these two mines from commencing production since their MPSAs were granted on 5 December 2002 and Presidential Proclamation Number 442 "stated that any valid contract, permit or license for the extraction or utilization of natural resources previously granted were to be respected" ([94], p. 18). Father Cesar Aculan stated that protecting the SINP is an important part of the church"s advocacy and he is a member of the Protected Areas Management Board governing the park. Father Cesar would like to see legislation passed by the Philippine Congress making the SINP a protected area and to this end the church supports House Bill 3219, a bill introduced in the House of Representatives by Eastern Samar Representative Ben Evardone, which would make SINP into a protected area. If more formal protected area status could be established by legislation, SINP could become an ecotourism destination. Father Cesar Aculan also articulated his concern about climate change and Samar"s biodiversity can play a substantial role in ameliorating the impacts of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions because its forest can accumulate over 2 million tons of carbon dioxide emissions a year [95].
Mining and Militarization
A particularly serious concern of the Samareño church in its opposition to mining is the militarization of mining areas. Samar has a substantial amount of NPA activity; there have been several instances on other islands in the Philippines where the NPA have attacked mining operations [96] , and, on 3 April 2012 the National Democratic Front Eastern Visayas (NDFP-EV), an umbrella group of left wing organizations in the Eastern Visayas including the CPP and NPA, stated:
The New People"s Army is under orders to dismantle large-scale mining projects and to attack and disarm the military, paramilitary, police and private security guarding these projects until they are forced to shut down [97] .
With the NPA having attacked mines in other parts of the archipelago, and with saber rattling coming from the NDFP-EV, Father Alejandro Galo expressed his concern that mining areas will be militarized and this is what has happened on Manicani Island. Maria Patalinghug-Vasquez is the Central and Eastern Visayas Coordinator of Task Force Detainees of the Philippines (TFDP), a human rights NGO created by the Association of Major Religious Superiors of the Philippines in 1974 [98] . According to Patalinghug-Vasquez the AFP deployed troops to Manicani Island, which it declared a "hotbed of the NPA," during 2005 to protect the mine from the NPA. The most serious aspect of the militarization of mining areas is the intimidating atmosphere it provides. To Maria PatalinghugVasquez the real reason the AFP sent troops to Manicani Island was to intimidate people into discontinuing their opposition to the mine. It simply is not true that Manicani Island is a "hotbed of the NPA." In the opinion of Father Juderick Calumpiano it is very difficult to oppose mining when an area becomes militarized. Narcissa Baddilla has been accused of being a member of the NPA. In her experience on Manicani Island, "Every time people oppose mining they will be branded as members of the NPA."
Mining and Human Rights Abuses
Intimately related to the militarization of mining areas are human rights abuses. Maria PatalinghugVasquez stated that there is a direct relationship between mining and human rights violations. In 2001 the Save Manicani Movement had erected a barricade outside of the mine on Manicani Island and on 30 April 2001 a 14 year old boy was killed by a truck from that mining company when it broke through the barricade. On 9 March 2005, a Philippine National Police Regional Mobile Group was deployed to Manicani Island to remove this barricade and approximately 70 people were injured when the barricade was violently dispersed [99] . To Father Cesar Aculan the human rights violations that accompany mining are a serious concern, as illustrated by the killing of Francisco Canayong. Villardo Abueme is of the view that mining will cause more extrajudicial killings because this is a way of silencing the voice of the people and he has personally known people who have been killed for opposing mining. Attorney Parreno attributes the killing of anti-mining activists to the close links between mining and the military. As a result of the NPA attacks on mines, the mining industry has developed strong security concerns and this has led to the use of the military for security and military men solve problems by using violence; in Attorney Parreno"s words "Lawyers sue, reporters write, and soldiers kill."
Mining is not Development
Ultimately the church rejects the view of the government that mining can serve as an agent of development. Bishop Crispin Varquez stated he "really disagrees" with the Eastern Visayan MGB Director Roger De Dios that mining can generate a "thrust toward growth and progress." To Bishop Crispin, mining will not bring development and it will not elevate the poor from poverty. When asked whether he regards mining as something capable of generating development Father Cesar Aculan responded by asking, "At the end of the day, who will benefit from this and who will absorb the negative aspects of this?" Father Cesar then stated, "We want to develop but not at the expense of the community." To Father Cesar, the two "engines of growth" on Samar are agriculture and fishing. These are what should be developed and these are what people depend upon. These are not, however, given priority and mining will destroy these "twin engines of growth." In Father Cesar"s opinion, "Mining is not an option for poverty alleviation." Father Juderick Calumpiano responded to the question of whether he viewed mining as an agent of development by stating that a more people friendly mining regime is needed; the way mining is being done will not bring "development" only poverty.
One specific objection of the church to mining is the scope for employment availed by modern mining, a highly capital intensive industry. Father Alejandro Galo is of the view that mining is not a source of development because it is a capital intensive industry, not a labor intensive industry and, accordingly does not create a lot of jobs. Father Cesar Aculan has never received answers to questions such as: what kind of work will mining generate, who will be hired by mining, and how much will people be paid? Father Juderick Calumpiano stated that the general public needs to be developed but mining provides almost no jobs. These concerns about mining"s low scope for employment creation appear to be well founded when one takes into account that in 2001 mining was responsible for only 0.3 percent of all employment in the Philippines; by 2009, notwithstanding the aggressive efforts of the government to promote mining over the intervening eight years, this number grew to only 0.5 percent of all employment in the archipelago [100] .
The church also objects to the role mining can play as an agent of development because there is barely any mineral processing in the Philippines and none whatsoever on Samar; minerals, such as the chromite mined on Homonhon Island, "are not processed in Samar or the Philippines itself, but [are] exported as raw material for products manufactured overseas such as stainless steel" ([101], p. 172). Father Alejandro Galo specifically raised this objection and it is a well-founded one because the government is viewed as having a "weak resolve" to "promote metal-based value added industrialization" ([102], p. 203).
A term frequently used by members of Filipino civil society critical of the government"s efforts to promote mining is "development aggression." Development aggression can be defined as, "The process of displacing people from their land and homes to make way for development schemes that are being imposed from above without consent or public debate" ( [103] , p. 334). Members of the Samareño church viewed mining as development aggression. To Bishop Crispin Varquez, mining will only bring progress if it is responsible mining and irresponsible mining is development aggression. Father Cesar Aculan considers mining to be development aggression because the people of Samar do not have a choice about whether or not mining should go ahead and their voices are not respected. In Narcissa Baddilla"s view mining is development aggression because "only the capitalists will become richer while they leave [Manicani Island] devastated." After mining the people on the island will be left poorer, farming will be destroyed, and so will be the sea.
Discussion
The Effectiveness of Ecclesial Opposition
The extent of, and reasons for, the church"s opposition to mining have now been discussed but how effective has this opposition been? Nationwide the church"s opposition to mining has been quite intense, according to one writer, "A profound cleavage presently obtains in the Philippine State that divides Church and Government on mining issues" and "when it comes to the issue of mining, this church is, today, one and quite tenacious" ( [104] Just as the church has been effective opposing mining throughout the archipelago, it has also been effective opposing mining on Samar. To Father Cesar Aculan, the effectiveness of ecclesial opposition to mining on Samar can be demonstrated by the enactment of moratoriums banning large-scale mining by all three of the provinces on the island. In 2003 Western Samar imposed a 50 year large-scale mining moratorium while Eastern Samar imposed an indefinite moratorium on the development of any new large-scale mines (subject to a "grandfathering" provision allowing existing mining operations, such as those on Homonhon Island and Manicani Island, to continue operations) [106] . That same year also saw Northern Samar pass a resolution opposing any mining operations on Batag Island (Figure 2 ) and in 2007 this was followed by a province wide mining moratorium banning all forms of large-scale mining for 50 years [106] . These moratoriums came about largely due to the protest caravan organized by the Samareño dioceses in August 2003 (Table 2) ; almost 200 vehicles were in the caravan and all sectors of society were involved; in the words of Father Cesar, "before the caravan we were only three provinces but after the caravan we became an island."
The church has provided substantial assistance to civil society organizations in their anti-mining advocacy and Father Cesar Aculan is of the view that it would be much harder for civil society organizations to oppose mining without the help of the church. To Father Cesar many Samarnons see the church as a leader in society and it has a high level of credibility; consequently it is a big part of the local community. In the opinion of Maria Patalinghug-Vasquez, TFDP (a church NGO) has also been effective in its anti-mining advocacy by working with the government of Eastern Samar to have its anti-mining moratorium passed and by providing paralegal training and legal services for the Save Manicani Movement. Narcissa Baddilla stated that the church has been a "very big help" to the Save Manicani Movement by providing them with networking, funding, and moral support. The Diocese of Borongan has put them in touch with Misereor, the German Catholic Foundation, and the Philippine-MisereorPartnership (PMP) has deemed Manicani Island to be one of 16 sites of struggle in the archipelago where there are mining operations that must be stopped [107] . The assistance provided by TFDP was also helpful and TFDP was the first outside NGO to provide the Save Manicani Movement with assistance. Their advocacy would be harder without the assistance of the church as it has an important role in society that is of help to them.
Those affiliated with the management of the SINP regard the church"s advocacy as being highly effective. It can be noted that the protest caravan organized by the Samareño dioceses ended in Catbalogan on 8 August 2003 (Table 2) 
The Influence of the Church of the Poor
The opposition of the church to mining on Samar demonstrates the commitment of the church to be a church of the poor in a number of ways. The Vatican II documents have been influential on the church as has Populorum Progressio, an encyclical issued by Pope Paul VI in 1967. To both Bishop Crispin Varquez and Father Cesar Aculan, Populorum Progressio, has been an important part of their work with its call for authentic human development. Bishop Crispin also made it clear how the extraction of minerals should be done, not only for the benefit of those alive today but also for the benefit of future generations. While this may be thought of in the context of "sustainable development," made ubiquitous by its 1987 definition as "development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" ([110], p. 43), this concept was also raised in Populorum Progressio twenty years earlier when it stated:
We are the heirs of earlier generations, and we reap benefits from the efforts of our contemporaries; we are under obligation to all men. Therefore we cannot disregard the welfare of those who will come after us to increase the human family. The reality of human solidarity brings us not only benefits but also obligations ( [111] , p. 5).
Father Cesar Aculan was a seminarian during the Marcos dictatorship. During this time Father Cesar was influenced by liberation theology and was able to see it within the context of Filipino society. Father Cesar was influenced by the similarities between Latin American society (where the liberation theologians wrote) and Filipino society; to him, this is why issues such as mining must not be seen as a purely environmental issue but also as a human rights issue because mining not only disrupts the biophysical environment but, by degrading natural resources upon which many poor people rely, it further impoverishes them. This is what writers on the topic of liberation theology call the "ecology of the poor" [112] [113] [114] [115] .
A theme that is central to liberation theology is the concept of the preferential option for the poor [116] . Father Juderick Calumpiano saw mining as violating the preferential option for the poor because the poor are the voiceless and they are helpless to stop mining. Mining companies will manipulate the poor by paying them a token amount of money for their consent; the poor will then receive the costs of mining (a degraded environment) while the rich receive its benefits. To Bishop Crispin Varquez, mining will deny the poor of their preferential option by displacing them from their lands and livelihoods.
The call of PCP II to make the church into a "church of the poor" is an important component of the church"s opposition to mining [117] . Bishop Crispin Varquez stated that this is an influence on him in his opposition to mining. Father Cesar Aculan related how the call of PCP II for the church to become a "church of the poor" has been an important influence on him; indeed, this is the vision of the Diocese of Calbayog. Similarly, Father Juderick Calumpiano stated that he was influenced by the call to make the church into a "church of the poor" in PCP II and that "those who have less in life should be cared for more" and that the poor need the most care because they are the most vulnerable.
Members of the church related their concerns about Samar"s natural hazards, namely typhoons and El Niño induced drought, interacting with mining and generating even more pronounced environmental degradation. These members of the church also rejected the claims of the mining industry that technology can overcome these natural hazards, an important tenet of ecological modernization. Father Juderick Calumpiano and Father Alejandro Galo felt that the interaction of natural hazards with mining exemplifies an important point made in PCP II, namely that disasters are not just the result of the forces of nature but are a result of greed. As PCP II stated ([118], p. 112):
Because the integrity of God"s creation is violated our people suffer the destruction brought about by droughts and floods. Those disasters cannot be traced merely to the uncontrollable powers of nature, but also to human greed for short term economic gain.
The opposition of the church to large-scale mining on Samar is not just a localized phenomenon; rather, it is a manifestation of the commitment of the Roman Catholic Church to act as a church of the poor. This commitment is a vital component of the social teachings of the church, what Father Cesar Aculan calls "the best kept secret of the church."
The Church of the Poor in Contradistinction to Neoliberalism
An important aspect of the activism of the church against mining is how it exemplifies the church"s opposition to neoliberalism, the intellectual motivation behind the government"s aggressive promotion of mining [119] . Acting under the assumption that "a rising tide lifts all boats," neoliberalism maintains that the elimination of poverty can best be secured through free markets and free trade and that the role of government is to "create a good business climate rather than look to the needs and well-being of the population at large" ([120], p. 150). Just as the church has objected to mining, in particular, it has also objected to neoliberalism, in general. On 12 July 2010, the CBCP wrote a letter to President Aquino and in that letter the CBCP stated, "We question the neoliberal pitch that there is no other path to development except through further economic liberalization, especially in the mining industry" ( [121] , p. 1). This wording, reminiscent of Quadragesimo Anno written 79 years earlier, reinforces the important principle in Catholic social thought that unlimited competition between economic forces cannot constitute the only basis for an ordering of society.
On Samar, Father Cesar Aculan regards the world"s poor countries, such as the Philippines, as the losers under neoliberalism. Their local economies will disappear and they will be unable to market their own products for sale. Today, Father Cesar no longer sees local products being sold in markets on Samar and to him this is a radical change and it entails the opening up of an economy without restrictions. To Father Juderick Calumpiano, neoliberalism puts profits before people. Father Juderick favors economic growth as long as it actually helps the poor, those who need help the most; instead neoliberalism only helps the rich.
To the church of the poor, neoliberalism is an ideology seeking "to present itself as a natural law, though in fact, it was created by human beings and represents only the interests of certain classes of people" ([122], p. 296). When neoliberals discussed the benefits accruing to society from an enhancement of individual freedom they were not discussing the freedom of the poor and marginalized but, instead, meant the freedom of the rich and powerful. As Peet and Hartwick ( [123] , p. 100) wrote:
Clearly the neoliberals [were] not talking about workers in factories, nor women in families, nor peasants on plantations. They [meant] , by the free individual, the entrepreneur, the capitalist, the boss. And they [meant], by freedom, the opportunity to make money.
The Church of the Poor as a Counter-Hegemonic Discourse
At the outset of this article the influence of neoliberalism in the developing world was discussed. Neoliberalism has been so intellectually successful it has acquired the status of a hegemonic discourse, something that has "achieved the supreme power of being widely taken as scientific and resulting in an optimal world" ([124, p. 4) Indeed, neoliberalism has become so hegemonic that protest against it has come to be seen as an "offence against Reason, Progress, Order, and the Best World Ever Known to Man" ( [124] , p. 4).
However, as neoliberalism has failed to provide the prosperity it promises, criticisms against it have been leveled and "local "backlashes" against it have emerged on every continent except Antarctica" ([125], p. 3). As reactions against neoliberalism have emerged, oppositional groups have constructed counter-hegemonic discourses challenging its narrative of unlimited prosperity through unfettered markets [126] . The church of the poor, as demonstrated here on the island of Samar, provides an example of such a counter-hegemonic discourse challenging neoliberal hegemony. Counter-hegemonic discourses derive their persuasive powers from "the collective wills of oppressed peoples, from the experience of the poor and downtrodden, from pangs of hunger, and the cries of sick children" ([127], p. 23) . This is what the church of the poor does as it takes the perspective of the poor and oppressed as a starting point; it focuses on the experiences of suffering and marginalization among the poor and provides a framework wherein these experiences are given meaning ascribed to unjust societal structures [128] . The focus of the causes of poverty and injustice become shifted from the "self" (the oppressed and exploited) to the "other" (the oppressor and exploiter). Today, nearly all moral theologians stress the importance of the widespread social and economic exclusion generated by the new world order, and its neoliberal adjustment programs [129].
Conclusions
Samar is an island where there is a "clash of opposing paradigms of society, wealth, and power" ([130] , p. i). On one hand, there are the forces encouraging mining on Samar: the government of the Philippines, an institution adhering to the principles of neoliberalism; and the firms of the mining industry, the primary agents of neoliberalism. These forces want to extract minerals from Samar and sell them on global markets. If these forces are successful there could be irreversible environmental degradation, the biodiversity of Samar could be destroyed, and Samar"s poor, subsistence farmers and subsistence fisherfolk, could be thrust from subsistence into destitution. On the other hand, there are the forces opposing mining on Samar: the communities immediately affected by mining projects, such as those on Homonhon Island and Manicani Island; those desirous of seeing the SINP preserved as a way of preserving biodiversity and generating ecotourism; the NPA, which regards mining corporations as a manifestation of the capitalist order it is seeking to destroy; and the Roman Catholic Church. The church is adamantly opposed to mining due to the effects it may have upon Samar"s poor.
For much of its history the church was aligned with the rich and powerful and, with few exceptions, showed little concern for the poor and marginalized. However, with the advent of the church of the poor, many in the church have come to act on behalf of the poor and marginalized. This is what has happened in various countries around the world such as Guatemala [131] , this is what has happened nationwide in the Philippines [131] , and this is very much what is happening on Samar.
As the twenty-first century unfolds, the church of the poor may become a formidable opponent of neoliberalism in the developing world where 70 percent of the world"s Christians reside [132] . Berryman ([133] , p. 15) may have been writing with oracularity in 1997 when he stated "The legacy of the progressive church may yet be picked up by a younger generation that has come of age in the world of globalization, and shares a passion for justice."
